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C O N D E N S E D  M A T T E R  P H Y S I C S

An all-epitaxial nitride heterostructure with concurrent 
quantum Hall effect and superconductivity
Phillip Dang1*, Guru Khalsa2*, Celesta S. Chang1,3, D. Scott Katzer4, Neeraj Nepal4,  
Brian P. Downey4, Virginia D. Wheeler4, Alexey Suslov5, Andy Xie6, Edward Beam6, Yu Cao6, 
Cathy Lee6, David A. Muller1,7, Huili Grace Xing2,7,8, David J. Meyer4, Debdeep Jena2,7,8*

Creating seamless heterostructures that exhibit the quantum Hall effect and superconductivity is highly desirable 
for future electronics based on topological quantum computing. However, the two topologically robust electronic 
phases are typically incompatible owing to conflicting magnetic field requirements. Combined advances in the 
epitaxial growth of a nitride superconductor with a high critical temperature and a subsequent nitride semiconductor 
heterostructure of metal polarity enable the observation of clean integer quantum Hall effect in the polarization- 
induced two-dimensional (2D) electron gas of the high-electron mobility transistor. Through individual magneto-
transport measurements of the spatially separated GaN 2D electron gas and superconducting NbN layers, we find 
a small window of magnetic fields and temperatures in which the epitaxial layers retain their respective quantum 
Hall and superconducting properties. Its analysis indicates that in epitaxial nitride superconductor/semiconductor 
heterostructures, this window can be significantly expanded, creating an industrially viable platform for robust 
quantum devices that exploit topologically protected transport.

INTRODUCTION
Integer quantum Hall effect (IQHE) edge states in a semiconductor 
two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) remain the paragon of topo-
logically protected conductance quantization in electron transport 
(1, 2). Topological protection of the phase of Cooper pairs on the 
other hand manifests as flux quantization in superconducting weak 
links (3). Because of the high precision, of more than a part in a 
billion, conductance quantization in the IQHE state in semiconduc-
tors forms the modern resistance standard, while flux quantization 
in superconductors is the modern voltage standard (4). To date, the 
IQHE has not been observed in a semiconductor 2DEG that is epi-
taxially grown on a superconductor. Typically, a robust IQHE state 
requires a magnetic field, which generally destroys superconductivity 
by the Meissner effect, preventing the two from coexisting. In this 
work, we report the realization of an epitaxial heterostructure in 
which the 2DEG of the high electron mobility transistor (HEMT) 
exhibits the IQHE in a regime where an underlying, spatially sepa-
rated superconductor retains its superconducting properties.

By exploiting the similarity of crystal structures and chemical 
properties of the GaN family of semiconductors with the nitride super-
conductor NbN, the realization of their epitaxial heterostructure was 
recently reported (5). In that work, weak Shubnikov–de Haas oscilla-
tions were observed in a 2DEG in a nitride heterostructure fabricated 
on NbN, both of which were grown epitaxially. The magnetotrans-
port properties of the 2DEG in that study were far from the IQHE 
state, and the magnetic fields at which the Shubnikov–de Haas oscil-
lations were observed were much larger than the critical Meissner 

field Hc of the epitaxial superconducting NbN. In this work, a mod-
ified epitaxial growth process is found to (i) lead to a much sharper 
Tc and a higher Hc of the superconducting NbN and (ii) flip the 
crystal lattice polarity in the nitride heterostructure, resulting in a 
strong and clean IQHE in the 2DEG of the HEMT. These improve-
ments enable the two phenomena, IQHE and superconductivity, to 
simultaneously occur in a single nanoscale device over a narrow 
range of temperatures and magnetic fields. This observation, and 
the transport properties of nitride 2DEGs, indicates that the range 
of temperatures and magnetic fields in which superconductivity of 
NbN and the IQHE in the GaN 2DEG can simultaneously occur can 
be significantly increased in this family of epitaxial semiconductor/
superconductor heterostructures.

RESULTS
2DEGs in AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructures are formed by intentional 
modulation doping of donor dopants in the wider-bandgap semi-
conductor barrier. In AlGaN/GaN heterostructures, the 2DEG is of 
a fundamentally different origin: It is formed because of the Berry 
phase–driven electronic polarization discontinuity across the hetero-
junction (6). Therefore, the polarity (metal versus N polar) of the 
crystal uniquely determines the heterojunction at which the 2DEG 
is formed. Figure 1A shows a scanning transmission electron micros-
copy (STEM) image of the entire heterostructure used in this work. 
Figure 1 (B and C) zooms in on the nitride layers that contain the 
2DEG. While the crystal lattice in the all-MBE heterostructure 
studied in (5) was N-polar in which the 2DEG was located above the 
epitaxial barrier layer, the metalorganic chemical vapor deposition 
(MOCVD) grown sample reported here is metal-polar, as shown in 
Fig. 1D. In Fig. 1D, the metal (larger circle) forms a chemical bond 
to the nitrogen atom (smaller circle) vertically above it: a fingerprint 
of metal polarity. This positions the 2DEG below the epitaxial AlGaN 
barrier layer, as confirmed by the measured gate capacitance. Because 
the superconducting NbN layer is cubic and nonpolar (Fig. 1E), the 
polarity in the structure begins with the AlN nucleation layer grown 
on NbN. The metal polarity is seen to be fixed from this nucleation 
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layer and is locked for all subsequent layers. This is evidenced by 
Fig. 1 (F and G), where we can see that the AlN nucleation layer is 
metal polar starting from the first layer grown on NbN. Therefore, 
our growth method has the ability to control the polarity of the ni-
tride heterostructure on top of NbN and enables precise engineer-
ing of the location of the 2DEG.

The inset of Fig. 2A shows the epitaxial semiconductor/ 
superconductor heterostructure. The NbN layer is grown by molec-
ular beam epitaxy (MBE), and the GaN heterostructure, in which 
the 2DEG is formed at the heterojunction quantum well, is grown 
by MOCVD—the industrial tool for the production of nitride pho-
tonic and electronic devices in large scale. Further details of the 
growth procedure are provided in Materials and Methods. The epi-
taxial structure is then processed into a HEMT with a metal/oxide 
gate stack and ohmic source and drain contacts. The transistor ex-
hibits switching, gain, and gate control of the 2DEG channel, as 
shown in the Supplementary Materials. The measured Hall-effect 
transport properties of the 2DEG channel at zero gate voltage indi-
cates a density of 6.7 × 1012/cm2 and a mobility of 1600 cm2/V·s at 
room temperature, which respectively become 6.5 × 1012/cm2 and 
6100 cm2/V·s at 390 mK. The increase in electron mobility at low 
temperature is due to the freeze-out of optical phonon scattering 
and is limited by the combination of dislocation scattering and inter-
face roughness scattering. Interface roughness scattering is reduced at 
lower 2DEG densities: When the 2DEG density is lowered with the 

gate voltage, the low-temperature mobility increases to ~8500 cm2/V·s 
before the crossover to dislocation scattering limit (see Materials 
and Methods and the Supplementary Materials for more details and 
a theoretical model). The near temperature independence of the 
2DEG density is characteristic of 2DEGs formed by polarization- 
induced doping.

Figure 2A shows the longitudinal and transverse magnetoresis-
tance Rxx and Rxy of the 2DEG measured in a gated Hall bar at 45 T 
and 390 mK. The n = 1, 2, … IQHE plateaus are clearly resolved in 
the Hall resistance Rxy, accompanied by the vanishing of the longi-
tudinal magnetoresistance Rxx when the Fermi level is in the gap 
between Landau levels, the hallmark of the quantum Hall-insulating 
phase. The transition between the plateaus of the QHE states is ac-
companied by peaks in the Rxx when the Fermi level is located inside 
a Landau level. The lower gray region of Fig. 2B shows the range of 
temperatures and perpendicular magnetic fields over which the 
50-nm epitaxial NbN layer remains superconducting, even after the 
deposition of the entire GaN/Al(Ga)N heterostructure by MOCVD 
and the subsequent processing of the HEMT device. The Tc is 16.5 K 
with a sharp transition of ∆T = 0.16 K in width (see Materials and 
Methods), and the maximum out-of-plane Hc is 17.8 T (the in-plane 
value is 22.8 T).

Figure 2C shows that at magnetic fields as low as B = 15 T, the 
QHE plateaus, namely, n = 4 and 6 are resolved. While Fig. 2 (A and 
C) shows the magnetoresistance at a fixed B field and varying 2DEG 
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Fig. 1. TEM images of the epitaxial nitride heterostructure. (A) The overall structure of the GaN HEMT on NbN with protective carbon on top. (B) Enlargement of an 
area on the top as depicted in (A). The GaN cap and AlN layers have a slight change of contrast with respect to Al0.22Ga0.78N. (C) Atomically well-arranged lattice showing 
the high quality of the GaN HEMT. The boxed area in (C) is imaged in both high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) STEM (left) and annular bright field (ABF) STEM (right) 
images as in (D), which shows the Ga-polar structure of Al0.22Ga0.78N. The HAADF emphasizes the heavier atoms, while the ABF shows both. The labeled green atoms 
correspond to Ga, while red atoms correspond to N. (E) and (F) show the interfaces of NbN/SiC and AlN/NbN, respectively, which are located at the lower part of the GaN 
HEMT. (G) shows the Al-polar AlN crystal structure from the boxed region in (F). Orange atoms correspond to Al. The scale bars are 1 nm unless otherwise noted.
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density, the inset of Fig. 2C shows the resistances at fixed 2DEG 
density with varying perpendicular magnetic field. Clear QHE pla-
teaus in Rxy accompanied by a vanishing Rxx are observed starting at 
B ∼ 15 T, indicating the concurrent superconductivity and QHE 
phases. The regime of temperatures and magnetic fields in which 
the IQHE is seen in the 2DEG is shown in the upper gray region in 
Fig. 2B, indicating the overlapping region with superconductivity. 
The dashed line indicates the contour ℏc = 10kBT, the upper left 
part of which is the phase space for sufficient separation of the Lan-
dau levels to observe IQHE by simultaneously avoiding thermal and 
scattering related broadenings. For this study, superconductivity 
and IQHE are concurrent for T < 1 K and H < 18 T, and the dashed 
line serves as a bound for possible IQHE occurrence with increases 
in 2DEG mobility.

Figure 3A shows the spectral plot of the measured Rxy versus 
magnetic field B and gate voltage Vgs measured at 390 mK. Figure 3B 
shows the corresponding Rxx. The integer quantum Hall steps are 
clearly resolved over a wide range of gate voltages, offering a rich 
palette of electronic states with varying topological indices. The values 
of the Rxx are either zero or low, except at the interplateau transi-
tions of Rxy. From the slopes of the spectral plots, we extract the gate 
capacitance to be Cgs ∼ 149 nF/cm2, and the 2DEG density varies from 
less than 1.1 × 1012/cm2 to 6.7 × 1012/cm2 when the gate voltage is 
varied over −6.3 V < Vgs < 0 V. The conduction band-edge electron 
effective mass, which was extracted from temperature- dependent 
Shubnikov–de Haas oscillation amplitudes, is   m c  *   = (0.204 ± 0.005)  m  e   , 
where me is the free electron mass. The Landau levels are found to 
be spin-split with a magnetic field–dependent effective g factor with 
a maximum value of g ∼ 4.6 (see Materials and Methods), which 
differs from the low magnetic field limit of g0 = 2 (7). Enhancement 
of the g factor in low Landau level index is a well-known phenome-
non in semiconductor 2DEGs (8, 9). At large magnetic fields, when 
the Landau level spin-splitting is larger than the broadening due to 

disorder, the population of up- and down-spins varies greatly. Up- 
and down-spin electrons then experience different exchange inter-
actions. This enhancement is largest when the chemical potential is 
between spin-resolved Landau levels (of even and odd index) and 
minimal when the chemical potential is between orbitally resolved 
Landau levels (odd and even index).

The Landau fan plots and the direct measurement of the 2DEG 
densities versus the gate voltage corroborate the 2DEG density ob-
tained from the Hall-effect measurement at low B fields (see the 
Supplementary Materials). The Hall coefficients indicate electron 
mobilities ranging from 1200 < H < 8500 cm2/V·s at 390 mK over 
the range of 2DEG densities. While the mobilities are smaller than 
narrower-gap GaAs-based heterostructures, it is of the same order 
as silicon MOSFET 2DEGs in which the IQHE was observed for the 
first time (1). However, it should not be perceived as a limit of the 
GaN 2DEGs. From a theoretical model discussed in Materials and 
Methods, we have evaluated the mobility limiting scattering mech-
anisms (10, 11), which indicate that the measured values are limited 
by Coulomb scattering from threading dislocations and/or back-
ground impurities at low 2DEG densities, and by interface rough-
ness scattering at higher densities, which occurs when the 2DEG 
wave function samples thickness variations as small as a monolayer 
of the AlN/GaN heterojunction. The electron mobility at low 2DEG 
densities in GaN/AlGaN heterostructures can reach ∼50,000 to 
170,000 cm2/V·s with lowering of the dislocation density and back-
ground impurities (12–16). In such higher mobility 2DEGs, the 
IQHE should be observed in a far wider window than seen here, 
expanding into the top left region of the dashed contour in Fig. 2B. 
Therefore, improvements to the GaN/AlGaN heterostructures can 
significantly increase the physical parameter space over which the 
IQHE and superconductivity can coexist. Filling this space will cre-
ate an attractive epitaxial platform for the study and use of topo-
logically protected transport while taking advantage of the many 

A B C

Fig. 2. Concurrence of the IQHE and superconductivity in an epitaxial nitride heterostructure. Measurements were taken at T = 390 mK. (A) Rxy (red) and Rxx (black) 
measurements taken at a magnetic field of 45 T for varying gate voltages of a gated Hall bar. Clear integer quantum Hall plateaus are observed. The inset shows the layer 
structure of the epitaxial semiconductor/superconductor heterostructure. The red dashed line shows the location of the 2DEG in the quantum well formed in the metal- 
polar heterostructure. (B) Out-of-plane magnetic field versus temperature phase space, where the black circles represent the superconductor to normal metal phase 
transition in the superconducting epitaxial NbN layer, and the blue stars indicate the IQHE in the epitaxial 2DEG. The shaded regions are to emphasize the overlap region 
where superconductivity and IQHE simultaneously occur in the heterostructure. The gray dashed line is given by ℏc = 10kBT, above which the IQHE is expected to be 
easily resolved for heterostructures with lower 2DEG densities and higher mobilities. (C) Rxy (red) and Rxx (black) measurements taken at a magnetic field of 15 T while the 
gate voltage is swept. At 15 T, initial indications of the IQHE are observed, especially at the fourth and sixth Landau levels. The inset shows the IQHE when the gate voltage 
is fixed at −5 V and magnetic field is swept.
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electronic and photonic possibilities offered by the nitride semicon-
ductor system.

DISCUSSION
The coexistence of superconductivity and the 2DEG IQHE in an 
epitaxial superconductor/semiconductor heterostructure signals 
several new possibilities. In this work, the GaN 2DEG heterostruc-
ture is grown on top of a highly crystalline epitaxial NbN layer with 
high Tc and Hc. The GaN system has the advantage of having 
demonstrated among the lowest contact resistances of all semicon-
ductors (17). These low contact resistances are achieved by using 
regrown n-GaN and Ti metal (18–20). The diffusion of N atoms at 
the n-GaN/Ti interface results in a highly doped subcontact region 
and creates TiN, which itself forms an ohmic contact with GaN 
(21). A previous work that used Nb-Ti/Al/Ni/Au contacts to a GaN 
2DEG attributed the low resistance of the contacts to NbN forma-
tion (22). Building on the GaN regrown ohmic contact process used 
in HEMTs (18–20), it may be possible to grow NbN in the source/
drain regions of the transistor or in the ohmic contact regions of 
gated Hall bars. In such a structure, the NbN can remain supercon-
ducting when the gate voltage, assisted by a magnetic field, puts the 
2DEG into an IQHE state. This will allow the direct injection of 
Cooper pairs into IQHE edge states. Very nice demonstrations of 
this phenomenon have previously been done, typically with nonepi-
taxial structures using sputtered Nb, NbN, or MoRe (23–29). While 
these works have shown high-quality and transparent interfaces, 
epitaxial structures can be additionally advantageous because of 
their excellent scalability, higher crystalline quality, and lower inter-
facial impurities that can impede phase-coherent transport (30, 31). 
Epitaxy also enables vertical integration because additional epitaxial 
materials, including semiconductors for transistors, can be grown 
on top of the semiconductor/superconductor system. Other works 
that use epitaxial semiconductor/superconductor integration have 

shown promising results with Al superconductors grown on InGaAs/
InAs 2DEGs (32, 33). However, the critical magnetic field and tem-
perature of Al is quite low and motivates the search for other super-
conductor/semiconductor combinations (34). Our demonstration 
of the large critical field of NbN and its epitaxial integration with 
nitride semiconductors makes nitride heterostructures promising 
for further research. Furthermore, the vertical integration enabled 
by epitaxy and the 2DEG location engineering enabled by polarity 
control in the nitride heterostructures allows for more geometries 
and flexibility in future devices.

The success of Cooper pair injection would require low barrier 
contacts at the edges, something that was previously achieved in 
nitrides by regrowth using n+ GaN (17, 20) but needs to be proven 
for the NbN/2DEG HEMT interface. Because the 2DEG is formed 
by polarization-induced doping instead of modulation doping, it is 
unaffected by random dopant fluctuations of modulation doped 
heterostructures. This will ensure that very thin lithographically de-
fined gated fins, which are controlled quantum wires, can allow 1D 
transport in the longitudinal direction. Combined with the Rashba 
effect due to spontaneous and piezoelectric polarization (35) and 
the high crystalline quality of the epitaxial interfaces, Majorana 
Fermion modes with gate-controlled braiding could potentially be 
realized in these heterostructures. These possibilities, combined 
with the rapid wafer-scale material perfection achieved by growth 
and the processing advances of the nitride semiconductor material 
system due to its rapidly increasing importance in electronics and 
photonics, make the NbN/GaN superconductor/semiconductor 
system of unique and high interest for future quantum devices.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Heterostructure growth
The 50-nm-thick NbN layer was grown epitaxially by plasma-assisted 
MBE on a 3-inch-diameter semi-insulating Si-face 6H-SiC wafer that 

A B

Fig. 3. Color density plots of the measured Rxy and Rxx of the GaN 2DEG. The (A) Rxy and (B) Rxx plots were generated from a linear interpolation of experimental 
gate-voltage sweep measurements taken at fixed magnetic fields (see fig. S3 for a set of curves representing of the measurements). All data were measured at 390 mK. The 
black dotted lines are meant to guide the eye along transitions between Landau levels.
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was chemical-mechanically polished to an epi-ready finish using 
equipment and methods discussed previously (5). Atomic force mi-
croscopy measurements revealed that the NbN film had an root 
mean square roughness of approximately 0.9 nm after growth.

As shown in fig. S1A, a ∼20-nm high-temperature AlN nucle-
ation layer was then deposited on top of the MBE-grown NbN by 
MOCVD, followed by a 1.5-m GaN buffer layer. Last, an AlN 
spacer/AlGaN barrier/GaN cap layers were deposited. After epitaxial 
growth, wet chemical etching by potassium hydroxide solution was 
used to verify that the epi film has a metal polarity. Capacitance-voltage 
profiling with a mercury probe confirmed the formation of 2DEG 
at the AlGaN/AlN/GaN heterojunction.

Fabrication of devices
The HEMT devices were fabricated starting with Ti/Al/Ni/Au 
(20/200/40/50 nm) ohmic contacts annealed at 800°C for 30 s under 
a N2 atmosphere providing a measured contact resistance of 
0.75 ohm·mm. Mesa isolation was then performed by etching 
through the AlGaN barrier using a Cl2/BCl3-based plasma etch. To 
reduce gate leakage current, a 15-nm Al2O3 gate insulator was de-
posited by thermal atomic layer deposition at 250°C. The Al2O3 was 
removed from above the ohmic contacts using an hydrofluoric acid 
(HF)–based wet etch. Last, gates and probe pads were defined via 
a Pt/Au (20/300 nm) metallization. Figure S1B shows a scanning 
electron microscopy image of the finished gated Hall bar (GHBAR) 
used for the IQHE measurements.

Device characteristics
The device characteristics of the gated Hall bars contacted to the 
2DEG are shown in fig. S2. The Id versus Vds and Id versus Vgs show 
good transistor behavior with >2 orders of current modulation, de-
spite the very large area of the gates. The gate leakage current be-
comes comparable to the channel current at Vgs ∼ −8 V, which is a 
lower gate voltage than our analysis in the range −6.5 V < Vgs < 0 V. 
The capacitance-voltage measurement shows the depletion of the 
2DEG. The hysteresis in the curves is attributed to slow trap states 
in the GaN buffer and/or the Al2O3 gate dielectric.

Magnetotransport measurements
Resistivity and Hall-effect measurements were taken on a gated Hall 
bar device (shown in fig. S1B) that was contacted to the GaN 2DEG 
and separated from the NbN buried layer by the insulating nitride 
layers. The measurements were taken in a hybrid superconductor/
resistive magnet up to 45 T and at temperatures as low as 350 mK. 
Figure S3 shows stacked plots of the raw Hall effect and resistivity 
measurements when gate voltage was varied and magnetic field was 
fixed. In total, data were taken at magnetic fields of 11.5, 15, 17, 18, 
19, 20, 21.5, 23, 24, 25, 27.5, 30, 32, 34, 38, 40, 42, and 45 T, and each 
magnetic field represents a vertical slice of Fig. 3. The peaks of the 
Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations in resistivity were plotted as a func-
tion of 1/B to obtain the Landau fan plot shown in fig. S4, which 
indicates that the IQHE regime is reached. The g factor of the 2DEG 

was calculated using   g =  2  m  e   _ 
 m e  *  

   (    1 /  H N  +   − 1 /  H N  −   _  / H   )    , where   m e  *    is the effective 

electron mass,   H N  +    and   H N  −    are the magnetic field positions of the 
spin-split Rxx peaks, and /H is the period of the Rxx oscillations 
(36). The spin-split peak positions were obtained using Gaussian 
fits to our Rxx versus B data, as shown in fig. S5. We obtain g factors 
of 2.7 to 2.8 at intermediate magnetic fields (13 to 18 T) and 4.5 to 4.6 

at high magnetic fields (28 to 41 T). The g factors were extracted using 
two different gate voltages, which resulted in different Landau levels 
at similar magnetic fields. Despite the change in Landau levels, the g 
factors were quite consistent at similar magnetic fields. Therefore, we 
conclude that the g factor of the 2DEG increases with magnetic field.

Magnetotransport measurements of the buried NbN layer above 
2 K in temperature and below 14 T in magnetic field were conducted 
in a quantum design physical property measurement system (PPMS). 
The NbN was contacted by using indium dots that ran along the 
sides of the entire structure. For this reason, the raw resistance mea-
surements, shown in fig. S6, include contributions from the semi-
conducting layers and do not drop all the way down to zero. The 
superconducting critical temperature at each magnetic field was 
determined by electrical resistance measurements (shown in fig. S6) 
and defined as the temperature where resistance of NbN was 50% 
of the normal metal resistance. The superconducting transition 
width, ∆T = 0.16 K, was defined as the temperature difference be-
tween resistances 90 and 10% of the normal metal resistance, that is, 
 T =  T  c  

90%  −  T c  
10%  . For the resistance measurement at zero magnet-

ic field in fig. S7, we used contacts that had the 2DEG between them 
etched away. The isolated contacts were then used to electrically 
break down the nitride layers over the NbN layer and subsequently 
used for four-wire resistance measurements, which negated any 
contribution from the semiconducting layers.

Transmission electron microscopy
Cross-sectional TEM specimen was prepared using a Thermo Helios 
G4 UX Focused Ion Beam (FIB) with a final milling voltage of 5 keV 
to reduce damage. The sample surface was protected from ion-beam 
damage by carbon and platinum deposited layers. The sample was 
then examined by STEM using an aberration-corrected Titan Themis 
operating at 300 keV.

Energy band diagrams
Figure S8 shows the energy band diagram of the gated heterostruc-
ture in which the 2DEG exhibiting IQHE is formed. The energy 
band diagram is calculated by self-consistently solving the effective- 
mass Schrodinger equation and the Poisson equation using the soft-
ware 1D Poisson (available from https://www3.nd.edu/~gsnider/). 
The epitaxial growth creates a metal-polar crystal of GaN/AlN/
AlGaN, with the growth in the 0001 direction of the wurtzite lattice 
from the right toward the surface on the left. This crystal orienta-
tion is opposite to what was first realized in (5). As a result, in (5), 
the 2DEG was formed in the top AlGaN/GaN heterojunction, where-
as in this structure, it is formed at the bottom AlN/GaN heterojunc-
tion as seen in the figure. The 2DEG is located in the triangular 
quantum well as indicated, due to the polarization discontinuity 
and the large conduction band offset between AlN and GaN. The 
profile of the 2DEG is proportional to the squared wave function, 
which is seen to decay in the thin 1-nm AlN layer before reaching 
the AlGaN layer. The large conduction band offset barrier limits the 
electron wave function penetration into the AlN layer and prevents 
it from reaching the AlGaN layer. Because the AlGaN layer is a ran-
dom alloy, this scheme avoids incurring another penalty in alloy 
scattering. The scattering mechanisms are shown in fig. S9.

Mobility of the GaN 2DEG
Figure S9 shows the measured and calculated electron mobilities of the 
2DEG that exhibits IQHE. The figure on the left shows the measured 
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room temperature mobility of ~1600 cm2/V∙s and a 0.4 K mobility 
of 6100 cm2/V∙s and the corresponding theoretical model in solid 
lines. The room temperature mobility is limited by polar optical 
phonon scattering, and the low-temperature mobility is limited by 
interface roughness scattering at the 2DEG density of ~6.5 × 1012/cm2; 
at this density dislocation, scattering is efficiently screened. The 
figure on the right shows the measured low-temperature mobility 
for varying 2DEG density, and the solid theoretical lines are from 
the same model as the left figure. When the 2DEG density is de-
creased with the gate voltage, the centroid of the 2DEG wave 
function moves away from the AlN/GaN heterojunction, reducing 
interface roughness scattering. However, because of insufficient 
screening of the Coulomb potential of charged dislocations at lower 
2DEG densities, dislocation density dominates scattering, switch-
ing roles with interface roughness scattering. Though the model 
predicts a slightly higher mobility than what is measured at the low-
est 2DEG densities, the same model effectively explains the experi-
mental data. Alloy scattering is avoided because of the presence of 
the 1-nm AlN interlayer that prevents the wave function of the 
2DEG from experiencing alloy disorder scattering from AlGaN, as 
was indicated in fig. S8.

The theoretical model used can be found in chapter 4 of (6). As 
a brief summary for the low-temperature scattering mechanisms, 
the mobility is related to the momentum scattering rate via  = q〈〉/m*, 
where q is the electron charge, m*~0.2 me is the conduction band 
electron effective mass in GaN, and 〈〉 is the ensemble averaged value 
of the momentum scattering time. The momentum scattering rate is 
given by the Fermi golden rule 1/ = (2/ℏ)∣Wif∣2(Ei − Ef), where ℏ 
is the reduced Planck’s constant, Ei and Ef are the initial and final 
electron energies, (…) is the Dirac delta function, and ∣Wif∣2 is 
the square of the matrix element of the perturbation potential that 
causes electron scattering. For dislocation scattering, the perturba-
tion is the Coulomb potential of a line charge that is perpendicular 
to the plane of the 2DEG. For the model presented here, the dislo-
cation density used is 2 × 109/cm2 and a filling factor of 1, meaning 
there is one charge per unit cell in the 0001 direction of the crystal. 
For interface roughness scattering, the electron experiences a spa-
tially varying quantum well width due to one to two monolayer vari-
ations in the AlN/GaN heterojunction because the interface is not 
atomically abrupt. This variation is captured by a height of  ~ 5 Å and 
a lateral correlation length of L ~ 13 Å. The final matrix element 
takes the form of a Gaussian of these two parameters and is a well- 
established model for transport of 2DEGs at several heterointerfaces 
such as Si MOSFETs, InSb, GaAs, and GaN heterostructures.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/7/8/eabf1388/DC1
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Fig. S1. Images of the sample measured. (a) The layer structure of the device in which the 

measurements were performed. (b) Scanning electron microscope image of the gated Hall bars 

used to measure Rxx and Rxy. The Hall bar is a 250 µm × 20 µm rectangle, and the voltage pads are 

longitudinally 150 µm apart. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Fig. S2. Device characteristics of the gated GaN 2DEG. (a) Id vs. Vds of a gated Hall bar 

showing good transistor behavior despite the very large gate area. (b) Id vs. Vgs of a gated Hall bar 

showing ~3 orders of current modulation and gate leakage currents that are low when Vgs >−7 V, 

the regime of interest in the IQHE measurements. (c) Capacitance vs. Vgs measurement of a diode 

showing depletion of the carriers.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Fig. S3. Stacked plots of Rxy and Rxx versus gate voltage at various magnetic fields. (a) is Rxy, 

and (b) is Rxx. Each Rxy curve is shifted by h/e2 from the zero of the curve underneath, and each 

Rxx curve is shifted by 25000 Ω from the zero of the curve underneath This is a representative set 

of data used to create Figure 3 (each line represents a vertical slice in Figure 3). In total, data was 

taken at magnetic fields of 11.5, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21.5, 23, 24, 25, 27.5, 30, 32, 34, 38, 40, 42, 

and 45 T. All data was taken at 390 mK. 

 



 

Fig. S4. Landau fan diagram extracted from the Rxx oscillation maxima. The 1st Landau level 

is reached by depleting the 2DEG with the gate voltage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



   

Fig. S5. Fits of Rxx vs. 1/B oscillation peaks that were used to extract the g-factors of the 

2DEG. The black lines are experimental data, the purple lines are fits to the data using a sum of 

Gaussians, and the blue and red lines are Gaussian fits to the individual spin-split peaks. A gate 

voltage of -2 V was used so that we could resolve the spin-split peaks at both (a) intermediate 

magnetic fields of 16.4 - 17.4 T and (b) high magnetic fields of 33.4 - 40.4 T.  These peaks 

respectively correspond to (a) the n = 11, 12 and (b) the n = 5, 6 Landau levels and resulted in g-

factors of (a) ~2.8 and (b) ~4.6. To see if the g-factor values were consistent, we used a gate 

voltage of -4 V to obtain (c) the n = 7, 8 and (d) the n = 3, 4 Landau levels at magnetic fields 

similar to (a) and (b), respectively. The resulting g-factors were (c) ~2.7 and (d) ~4.5.  



Fig. S6. Plots of the raw data used to extract the critical magnetic field of NbN. (a) is for an 

out-of-plane magnetic field and (b) is for an in-plane magnetic field.  

 

 

 

 

 



   

Fig. S7. A plot of Hc2 vs. T of the buried NbN layer. Black circles are for an out-of-plane 

magnetic field, and red circles are for an in-plane magnetic field. The black (out-of-plane field) 

and red (in-plane field) lines are fits (37-39) to the Maki-de Gennes formula                      

ln (
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𝑇𝑐
) = 𝜓 (

1

2
) − 𝜓 (

1

2
+

ℏ𝐷𝐻𝑐2
∥ (𝑇)

2𝜙0𝑘𝐵𝑇
), where 𝜓 is the polygamma function, 𝜙0 is the magnetic flux 

quantum, and D is the electron diffusion constant for electrons in the normal state. We find D is 

equal to 0.143 m2/s and 0.104 m2/s for the out-of-plane and in-plane fields, respectively. From the 

fit, we extract a superconducting coherence length of ~4.5 nm for out-of-plane magnetic fields 

and ~3.8 nm for in-plane magnetic fields from 𝐻𝑐2(0) =
𝜙0

2𝜋𝜉2
. Because the mean free path of ~1 

nm (5) is smaller than the coherence length, and both are much smaller than the NbN film 

thickness, we justify this fit a posteriori. The blue stars indicate temperatures and magnetic fields 

where the IQHE was experimentally observed. The blue line shows the resistance of the NbN 

layer as a function of temperature. 
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Fig. S8. Energy band diagram of the gated AlGaN/AlN/GaN epitaxial nitride 

heterostructure in which the 2DEG exhibiting IQHE is formed. The spatially resolved 

electron density is on the right axis. The spike in the electron density shows where the 2DEG 

forms in the quantum well. 



 

Fig. S9. Measured and calculated electron mobilities of the 2DEG which exhibits IQHE. The 

colored lines are theoretical calculations for various scattering mechanisms. The black circles are 

experimental electron mobilities that were extracted from Hall-effect measurements. 
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